
Engineer : development and experimentation in systems and networks

Experienced engineer, 2 years contract, starting from 01/10/2016. Salary : 2600 à 3300 € (gross)

Context
Grid’5000 is a scientific instrument for research in computer science, and specifically in HPC, Cloud, P2P, Grids, 
Big Data and networking. This large-scale testbed (8 sites, 26 clusters, 873 nodes) is used by about 500 
researchers every year, producing about 100 publications. The testbed provides a world-unique set of services : 
automated verification of experimental conditions, bare metal deployment to to enable users to customize the 
software environment, network isolation, fine-grained monitoring for network and energy consumption.

Overall goal
The goal of the VERTEX project, for which this position is available, is to extend Grid’5000’s set of services. This
project  will  open  Grid’5000  to  new  experiments  (Software-Defined  Networking,  Big  Data),  extend  the
reconfiguration and monitoring capabilities, prepare the arrival of new hardware architectures (ARM, Power), and
generally enable progress towards reproducible research, and towards a testbed that is easier to use.

Activities
In collaboration with the rest of the Grid’5000 team (8 engineers), the recruited engineer will be in charge of the 
design, the development, the test and the deployment of new services and evolutions of the Grid’5000 testbed. 
He/she will participate in advertising those new features through tutorials, and interact with the user community 
(research) to ensure that those evolutions match their needs. Those advances are likely to result in scientific 
publications, to which he/she will be associated.

Keywords : experimentation, large-scale distributed systems, networking, Big Data

Required skills :
Diploma : master/engineer degree with experience, or PhD

Required:
- Mastery of systems and network programming on Linux
- Mastery of software development and associated tools in a Linux environment
- Interest for research
- Autonomy
- Ability to work in a geo-distributed team

Appreciated:
- Mastery of Ruby programming
- devops methods
- Past experience with experimentation, preferably in distributed systems or networking
- Performance evaluation, statistics
- Mastery of scientific and technical english
- Good writing kills ; ability to communicate via writing in a synthetic way

Geographical location : Nancy, Grenoble, Lyon ou Rennes

Contact : lucas.nussbaum@loria.fr


